
A balancing act



A bridge that
o

p
en

s



A (broken?)
pencil lead



A flock of birds



A fountain



A heavy load



A ladder



A lighthouse
or ‘daymark’



A music box



A net



A noticeboard



A rollercoaster



A safe 
harbour



A signpost



A skeleton



A sundial



A temporary 
covering



A view from above



A waiting room



A walled garden



A way 
through 
the woods



A wider view



A windsock



Accumulation 
and deterioration



Adaptors



An overgrown
greenhouse



Birdboxes



Bridges



Bubbles, 
foam,
or droplets



Burnt toast



Clinging to the
cliff edge



Clouds



Conversation



Cracks
in the
paving



Curled up



Cushioning
or buffers



Different
coloured
windows



Doorbells
or knockers



Erosion 



Facial expressions



Fallen leaves



Finding a niche



Fitting things

around
each 
other



Following 
tracks



Food trucks



Graffiti and street art



Grazing



Grocery 
store 
shelves



Hanging clothes out to dry



High points
in a landscape



Hot air 
balloons



Ice remaining
in the shadows



Knots and joints



Layers



Leaves 
changing 
colour



Leftovers



Locks



Lost and found



Mosaics 
and tiles



Patches



Patterns in
brickwork



Pipes



Plant 
growth



Purring



Rain and puddles



Reflections



Room lighting



Roots



Rubbing for luck



Rust



Seeing yourself
in a different way



Shadows



Shedding an old skin



Smell



Snow



Splashes of paint



Steps



Sunset 
or sunrise



Sweetness



Taste



The angle
between 
two walls



The horizon



The hum 
of a fridge



The 
road
ahead



The sun
in your eyes



The third rail



Things 
attaching
themselves



Things growing on things



Thresholds and doorsteps



Traces of 
how something 
was made



Traces of 
previous 
messages



Traces of use



Transportation 
networks



Tree bark



Tree rings



Waves



What does 
a seagull see?



What looms 
out of the mist?



What’s
leaking?



Windowsills



Windowsills
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What are some characteristics of 
what’s in this image that really stand 
out for you?

If you ignore the words on the image, 
how could you describe it in a different 
way? Are there other interesting 
characteristics that emerge?

What concepts have you found this 
card to be an interesting metaphor 
for? Keep a record here.

Space for your notes—as you develop 
your ‘metaphor’ mindsetNew Metaphors


